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Günther Förgs Windows to Bauhaus

ELKI BOERDAM

We research to find new knowledge. We carefully study documents - such as text documents,
datasets and photographs - to gather information and form new insights. We literally re-

search so we may re-find. One of the most important research tools are images. As documents
they encapsulate a lot of information. Clearly visible information, as well as hidden or multi-
interpretable information. This makes images - in this specific case, photographs - ideal study
material to re-find knowledge that was captured in a moment in time.

The freedom that is found within the divergent types of information that images provide,
together with their multifaceted nature, gives me the opportunity to approach a topic or theme
in a open-minded manner. What kind of information does the photograph provide me with? In
which ways can I interpret them? And how do aspects of the photograph refer to what knowledge
I already have at my disposal? For instance, how do they relate to stored mental notes or to
personal memories?

This research of images takes the shape of a formal, experimental and a-physical approach of
the photographs. It encapsulates a variety of research acts: I print them, arrange them, combine
them, cut them, scan them, re-arrange them and so on. In this way the photographs are treated as
autonomous images that have become disconnected from their original context and, in that
capacity, start a dialogue with other images – through, with and in their shapes and colors. By
doing so, it becomes possible that the results of these research acts express different aspects of the
nature of these images, which helps to understand both their ontological existence and their
semantical content.

One might well say, that the images that originate in such acts start to function as windows. In
a metaphorical sense: the windows that arise from research offer a new frame, or a new pair of
spectacles, through which the material is seen. Isn’t it always so, that through windows we look at
the spaces behind them. The window means a certain set of paradigms and assumed choices that
grammatically influence whatever is the object of our studies and the role it plays in the structure
of relations in which it is studied.

In this artistic research paper I have studied photo’s that Günter Förg made of divergent Bauhaus
architecture. Günter Förg was fascinated by windows for the same reason as I have addressed here
above. Framing was an important method in his work process. In his work, and especially his
photographs of Bauhaus architecture, I discovered this particular interest for windows and framing,
by the role of frames, bars and balustrades in them. By exaggerating these lines and forms through
the use of strips of photographs or black and white paper strokes, I aim to challenge the question
of what lies behind the window frame. The focus becomes drawn towards questioning the frames
themselves - through which we look at cases and how these frames shape our understanding of
what we see. Who constructed the frame that was applied, how was it put together, and: are
there other frames possible and worth looking through?

The photographs displayed at the Förg retrospective at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam in
the summer of 2018: A Fragile Beauty, were all framed behind glass. By doing so, the frames
started functioning as mirrors. The frames were reflecting the exhibition, the other works in it and
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the spaces of it - over the surface of the photographs. Thus merging these elements with the
photographed architecture of Bauhaus. So the frame or the window, here again becomes a way
of seeing, but more specifically: a way of seeing that  functions as a mirror. The reflection is
addressing who’s standing in front of that window, in that space of relations in the retrospective
– in that particular space of construed meanings. It is by this game of seeing, that we can (re-
)discover perspectives and predetermined notions.

In the collages of this research paper, I again offer another game of seeing. My material were
photographs of Förgs photographs, and of his paintings. Documentation of his work as it was
displayed in various catalogues and books. By cutting up these photographs and building new
compositions from that, I ask the reader to re-consider default frames. By framing, by cutting –
using for instance, a piece of the work as well as of the frame in which it was mounted, taking
with it a section of the museum wall where the work was presented on - I play the aforementioned
game with the various structures the Bauhaus photographs are presented in. By combining these
cut outs with black strips, created as sur-plus of copying the material, I have incorporated the
technique I used for my research as a part of the visual language in which I do my research. As
well as it draws a visual parallel to the geometric characteristics of the international Bauhaus style.

Beatrix Ruf writes1 that Förgs work highlights the vulnerability of aesthetic means, and that it,
by this, questions a belief system ingrained in Western culture. She calls Förg’s methods a
destabilizing use of aesthetics. So, if aesthetics can be destabilizing, I wonder: which current states
of the arts need destabilizing? Do we perhaps need another frame on today’s aesthetics as well?

Förg’s photographs of Bauhaus architecture are an odd hybrid of both the photographic image
and the object that was photographed. Collage is a similar sort of hybrid form. In collage, images
are becoming objects, are again becoming images – images relating to objects, that subsequently
project images. This re-arranging and doubling is a form of re-search through form, color,
content, surface, object, structure and reference. And it is by this act and movement, by this
constant shifting of perspectives and reframing, that I do my re-finding or re-actualization. The
pre-produced images of Förgs work are photographs of photographs. Photographs that were
printed in a book which then was requested by me in various libraries. The pages of these books
were subsequently scanned on the xerox machine of the museum or institution where I took the
book from. These scans were then imported into my computer, printed again, cut, altered,
repositioned and then scanned again. All these transformations have led to the pictures become
detached and removed from the original document - by which a new perspective on the material
became possible. New frames arose through which these works can be approached, frames that
shed light on Förg’s methods and approaches as an artist, and that take into account my individual
viewpoint in space and time. The process of reframing what we look at or see as a given, in this
case the Bauhaus architecture, allows us to discover what frames are here involved.

It is from reading the progression of the collages in this paper that insights can be formulated.
Research results are incapsulated. I therefore invite you, the reader of this Journal, to read the
collages carefully. Let the frames inform you and offer you insights on the work of Günter Förg
and the Bauhaus architecture.

Sandberg Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Notes

1 Beatrix Ruf, Günther Förg: A Fragile Beauty. Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, 2018.
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